
WORKSHOP
SHUENG & PO

30 December QIPAO / FROGS

REGISTER ONLINE: WWW.TINYURL.COM/8ISSREG

Qipao & Frog Closures
Wing Tang SHEUNG (Qipao) & Ming Wah PO (Frogs)

Full day. 9:30 – 16:30

PolyU

Maximum: 20 students.

Two skills/demonstrations will be taught during this single class. (1) Frog Closures (Master Po). The
Mandarin buttons, "huaniu", are always found in pairs of knotted buttons and loops which are stitched to fasten the
collar and the front flap of qipao and robe. We will exhibit these handcrafted "huaniu" with traditional motifs such as
flora, insect, bird, animal, calligraphy, auspicious symbols, etc. These fancy "huaniu" represent the soul of the qipao,
designed to match the pattern of the fabric in color and motif. Master Po will unveil the making of the Mandarin
buttons. After demonstrating this age old technique from the preparation of materials to a finished product,
participants will have an opportunity to learn how to make the classical Chinese eternal knot. (2) Qipao (Master
Sheung). A rare opportunity to see a demonstration by a master craftsman at work as this is a dying craft, lost and
replaced by ready-to-wear qipao, mass produced on the mainland and perhaps with zips up the back. Qipao master,
Mr. Sheung, will demonstrate the making of a couture qipao. From taking measurements to initial fitting, he will mark
the design pattern onto the fabric with his powder-bag (a unique tool). To see the traditional techniques how he play
with his scissors, iron, needle and thread. With simple manipulation of the fabric, he creates body hugging contours.

WING TANG SHEUNG. In 1959, Master Sheung came to Hong Kong at twelve. He learned the trade from the
Shanghai master tailors. During the first three years, Sheung recalled, he had to do everything in the shop
e.g.brewing tea, mopping floor etc. you had to watch and learn and work extra hard on your own. Mr. Sheung has
spent almost 50 years in the trade, so he has seen the prime time of the traditional Chinese dress. In the past 14
years, he take up a teaching chair. He enjoy sharing the traditional skill with his students. He always says, "Bring
questions to the class, you gain the truth back home." Nowadays people look for efficiency, but he insist that qipao
have to be custom made.

MIN WAH PO. Master Po Ming Wah likes to hear people called her "Wah Zhe", she is one of the very few still
working at this traditional knotting craft. As the eldest child in the family, she started as an apprentice at the early age
of thirteen. Her father was a qipao master so she was trained by the workshop owner's wife who specialized in fancy
flower buttons which adorned the garments. This trade, like many others in those days, was strictly passed unto the
next generation and not to the outsiders. She was fortunate to be an exception to the rule. As a working mother, she
started working from home. Her work is commissioned by various tailors and workshops.

Workshop FEE: $ 125 USD, includes lunch. (Students: $100 USD, no lunch)

Materials fee: $20 USD (160 HKD); collected in cash at workshop

Students to bring: none


